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ABSTRACT

This study attempts to improve learning outcomes students with use the model discovery learning on subtema the use of natural resources in indonesia. Study was conducted in Class IV Primary Schools Melong Mandiri 2 Cimahi City and state of students who was less show study results in learning that has many under kkm, because teachers in learning still in a conventional as talks. This research using the methodology class action (ptk) to use the cycle consisting of planning, implementation, observation, and reflection. Study was conducted in 3 cycle with 2 learning on each her cycle and applying learning model discovery learning consisting of 6 phase, the stimulus or the stimulus, identification problem, data collection, data processing, substantiation and draw conclusions. A judgment used to research it is a technique a test to known the result student learning and a observation to know activities teachers and students during the process learning. The results of the study indicated the enhancement of value the average namely 62. Study results cycle II 70 and study results cycle III average score reach 80. It showed that the use of model discovery learning could become one of the learning model to be applied to learning thematic in subtema the other.
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